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IAATO Observer Checklist for
Air and Deep Field Operations
Thank you for agreeing to participate as an IAATO Observer.
The following checklist should be straightforward. When
answering the questions, you can use yes, no, unsure but
please include explanations. The checklist has been
designed as a useful tool to facilitate confirmation of
whether obligations set forth by IAATO and the Antarctic
Treaty System are being met.
Please email your completed evaluation to IAATO within
three weeks of participating in this program. For companies
operating a full Antarctic season, it is best to complete this
form as soon as possible so that the company being observed
can make improvements while their Antarctic season is still
in progress. If possible, please provide the company with a
draft copy of this report prior to leaving the expedition.
Please submit by email to: Jhaase@iaato.org
Any additional documents or appendices can be sent to:
By Fax: +1 401 841 9704
By Post: IAATO
50 South County Commons Way
Unit E-5B, South Kingstown,
RI, 02879, USA
Please give at least one copy to a designated representative
of the company to whom you are evaluating and email the
other copy to IAATO. You might find it useful to discuss your
comments with a company representative while still on the
expedition in order to avoid possibilities of disagreement at
a later time.
Voyage/Flight/Expedition Dates 17-21 January 2019
(embarkation and disembarkation):______________________
Amanda Lynnes, IAATO Head of Environment
Observers Name: _____________________________________
and Communications

_____________________________________________________
1 February 2019
Date of Report: ______________________________________

Name of Vessel/aircraft/Expedition:
Gulfstream 550 - P4 BFY, Ice and Mountains itinerary
_____________________________________________________

Name of Tour Operator/Organizer:
White Desert
_____________________________________________________

Voyage/flight sub-chartered to (if applicable):
White Desert
_____________________________________________________
Patrick Woodhead
Name of Expedition Leader: ___________________________

Actual Itinerary/Expedition Travelled: Please attach the
day-by-day itinerary. If the Post Visit Site Report was
completed by the end of the voyage/flight/expedition it
can be appended to this report instead of describing the
actual itinerary (please check with the Expedition Leader/
Operations Manager).

1. Expedition Preparation
and Documentation
✔

Was the home office efficient to work with and
forthcoming with documentation? Were you provided
with the same preparatory materials as all the clients?
Did they arrive in a timely fashion so you could
adequately prepare for your expedition?

After confirming that I, the IAATO Observer, was to be treated in
the same way as a routine client, all relevant documentation was
forwarded in a timely manner as follows:
Five months before departure: Email from WD Client Relationship
Manager detailing what I needed to do in preparation for the trip
and the information WD required in advance. This included a
medical form and waiver; insurance information that detailed the
level of cover required; logistics information; requests for dietary
requirements and allergies; notice of the importance of being in
Cape Town on 16 January 2019 for the mandatory briefing.
It✔
wasDid
useful
a single point
of contact
to direct
questions
thehaving
pre-departure
material
include
a copy
of theto.

Antarctic Visitor Guidelines (ATCM Recommendation

Two XVIII-1
months prior
to departure:
A 'whatGuidelines
to bring to Antarctica'
email,
and/or
ATCM General
for Visitors
including
a reminder
about the
safety
briefing
andleaflet
also a ‘Don’t
packing
(Resolution
3-2011))
and
a copy
of the
guidance
clients are aware
thatupdated
they will be
adequately
Packtoa ensure
Pest’ describing
IAATO’s
biosecurity
prepared
for stepping
plane in Antarctica. A link to a short
procedures,
or off
an the
equivalent?
video about how to pack was very useful.
Yes.
Priorweeks
to departure
received by
2-4
prior to Ideparture:
Anemail;
email from the client relationship
IAATO dospecifically
not pack a about
pest pamphlet;
manager
visiting Antarctica responsibly (see next
ATCM Resolution 3-2011;
question);
Antarctic Visitor Guidelines (ATCM rec XVIII-1); and
IAATO
Factprior
Sheet;
One
week
to departure: An email with a reminder about the
IAATO Emperor penguin
safety/mandatory
briefingguidelines;
and what to bring.
IAATO wildlife watching guidelines (noting these are sent out in
client's native language when possible.
On arrival at the hotel in Cape Town, all clients received, in hard
copy,
copies
ATCM Resolution
3-2011,
don't pack
pest, the
theofpre-departure
material
explain
thataconditions
✔ Did
IAATO
fact sheet
could
be severe, inhospitable and point out the

necessity for suitable clothing?

RECOMMENDATION: Rec XVIII-1, IAATO wildlife watching and
Yes. Climatic conditions covered extensively in the Waiver, Terms
emperor penguin guidelines had old IAATO logos. IAATO
and Conditions, and Client Information document emailed to
Secretariat to check that WD (and the wider membership) knows
clients. The IAATO animated briefing shown at the mandatory
how to access up-to-date materials.
briefings in CPT covered this as well.
At the safety/mandatory briefing, all guests were individually
consulted and their clothing/equipment checked to ensure they
were fit-for-purpose, clean and free of any organic material etc.
Hand held vacuum machines were provided.
RECOMMENDATION: WD could consider purchasing a specific
velcro cleaning tool.
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✔

Were clients advised that sophisticated medical care is
unavailable in the Antarctic, and take out medical and
evacuation insurance prior to their trip? Were they
required to provide a medical questionnaire, or have to
undergo any other medical assessment prior to their
expedition?

Yes - This was included in the waiver and pre-departure material,
with higher risk elements of the journey carefully emphasized. I was
asked to fill in a medical questionnaire and undergo a medical
examination with my local doctor to show I was fit for WD activities.
Insurance was through a bespoke policy for White Desert Ltd.

2. Antarctic Treaty and
Domestic Legislation
A. Compliance with Domestic Legislation

✔

Did the operator receive all authorities and/or permits
from government authorities required under domestic
legislation in time prior to departure? Please list the
government department and subject of the reference
of each permit or authorization granted.

B. Compliance with Operator’s Advance
Notification and EIA

✔

Were electronic copies of the Advance Notification
and Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), or
relevant paper work (e.g., Oil Spill procedures, Waste
Permits) kept in the field in an easily accessible
location? Please give details.

Yes.
All staff I spoke to were aware of the permits and procedures, and
knew where to view or find them in hard or digital copy. The FCO
permit was in hard copy and visible in the office at Whichaway
camp.
Of particular note was that all requirements set out in the FCO
permit, Advance Notification and IEEs, by IAATO and the Antarctic
Treaty System that were relevant to White Desert operations were
consolidated into useful checklists for staff who had to read and
sign the documents. The checklists were available at Whichaway
and Wolf's Fang (and I was told at other camps as appropriate). 2.5
weeks
training
also given
in Cape staff
Townfamiliar
for all staff
prior
thewas
relevant
operations
with
theto the
✔ Were
season.
content and did the operations staff and guides adhere

to these documents?
Yes, relevant operations staff were familiar with the documents,
knew where to find them and adhered to requirements.

These documents include:
● Advance Notification
● Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), usually either at
the Initial Environmental Evaluation (IEE) or PEE
(Preliminary Environmental Evaluation) level
● Permit(s) to enter Antarctic Specially Protected Areas
(ASPA’s) if appropriate
● Waste Management Permit if appropriate
● Other if appropriate
Yes.
1. Advance Notification was sent to IAATO;
2. Permit was received by White Desert from the UK Foreign &
Commonwealth Office (FCO). Wolf's Fang IEE(2016), Atka Bay
and South Pole Appendix 2 of Wolfs Fang IEE (2017) and
Whichaway Camp IEE (2011) are considered current and
appropriate by the FCO;
3. Whichaway is situated close to ASPA 163, which is not visited by
visitors or staff, so it is not included in the FCO permit and no
permit to visit the ASPA is sought;
4. Waste management permit is not required - waste is removed
and transferred to South Africa, then processed by a company
called Marineslops which provides a transfer note
RECOMMENDATION: IAATO had White Desert's permit and
Advance Notification on file. White Desert had sent supporting
documentation on 8/10/18 to Lisa Kelley and Erin Delaney (of
IAATO). The IEEs are publicly available and are on our website to
download, but are also required to be held by IAATO on file.
ACTION for Secretariat: Secretariat to remind operators that all
supporting documents for permits and authorizations are required
by IAATO to be kept on file.

✔

Did you note any deviations/discrepancies to the
operator’s EIA? If so, please describe.

White Desert noted that there was a minor deviation in that Biolan
grey water filter no longer used due to its impractical enegy
consumption and flow rate.
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C. Compliance with Management Plans

✔

Did the operator observe all relevant management
plans for Antarctic Specially Managed Areas (ASMA’s)
and Antarctic Specially Protected Areas (ASPA’s), and
were these available to relevant crew, operations
manager and field guides?

Yes. ASPA 163, Dakshin Gagotri, is not visited by WD staff, crew
or visitors, but all staff I spoke to were aware of the ASPA and its
boundaries. Prior to a walk with guests, the responsible field guide
briefed all participants using a detailed map to show the ASPA
boundaries and HSM 44, Dakshin Gangotri Plaque (the guide
noted an odd pinpoint on the map showing ASPA 163, but the
ASPA area was clearly defined). The boundaries are also mapped
on GPS.
I did not observe a trip to the South Pole or Atka Bay, but a group
of clients departed for the South Pole during the observation. White
Desert shared with me their internal Environmental Requirement
documents
and checklists
for visiting
areas
are sent
to
ASPA’s entered?
If these
so, did
the that
operator
have
✔ Were any
pilots,the
camp
managers
and field staff. The document notes that
required
permit(s)?
attachments include the FCO permit; ATCM Guidelines for the
None were accessed. ASPA 163 is on the boundaries of a walk
Operations of Aircraft near Concentrations of Wildlife in Antarctica
from Whichaway camp to nearby pressure ridges, but staff were
(Resolution 2 (2004));
aware of the boundaries and used GPS.
The management plan for ASMA 5 (Amundsen-Scott South Pole
Station).
WD also arranged for me to have a meeting with their Environment
Consultant to discuss the company's environmental and operational
protocols and their permitting process.

✔

Were any ASMA’s or historic sites visited? If so, were
relevant management plans observed?

I did not specifically visit any ASMAs during the IAATO observation.
A group of clients departed for the South Pole (see above) so
would have visited Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station (ASMA 5)
and the South Pole Flag Pole (HSM 1).

E. Compliance with Standard Procedures for
Station Visits

✔

Were Antarctic Research Stations visited? If so, were
advance notification requirements for such visits taken
into account (e.g. South Pole Station, McMurdo, etc.)?

Antarctic Research Stations were not visited during the
observation, though Novolazarevskaya airfield was visited for
approx 30 minutes by vehicle, where a client used the toilet
facilities and we (field staff, WD guests and myself) met the runway
manager. Novo airfield is maintained by Russian Antarctic
Expedition (RAE) in conjunction with ALCI / TAC and services the
Dronning Maud Land Air Network (DROMLAN).
White Desert notes that advance notification requirements are
managed by staff who organise and undertake South Pole visits
and visits to nearby sciences bases, such as Maitri (India) and
Novolazarevskaya (Russia). Requirements are included on White
Desert
internal
documents
and checklists,
which stafftoand
the 72
hour advance
notice adhered
forpilots
all
✔ Was
mustother
sign tostations?
acknowledge
they have read
and understood.
If a previously
scheduled
visit to a
Staff research
observed station
that relations
with nearby was
stations
the vicinity
of
was cancelled,
the instation
notified
Whichaway
Camp are good and that the camp occasionally
promptly?
receives visits from the Indian and Russian stations with little or no
Research
Stations
were
not visited
notice. White
Desert
welcomes
suchduring
visits.the observation.
However all staff I spokle to were aware of the 72 hour advance
notice required. At Whichaway camp, staff observed that relations
with nearby stations are good and that the camp occasionally
receives visits from the Indian and Russian stations with little or no
notice.

✔

Did the program or station visit interfere with Antarctic
scientific work?

No.
White Desert also noted that their South Pole visits do not include
any areas where scientific work is being carried out. Relevant staff
were aware of the requirements laid out in ASMA 5.

HSM 44 is on a walking route from Whichaway camp. All
requirements for visiting HSMs were followed.
NOTE: Looking at historic ATS documents about HSM 44 (Rec
ATCM XII-7 (Canberra 1983)), it looks like this plaque has been
moved from a rock mounting to a sign situated near the rock).
Images
are available. with ATCM Recommendation
D.
Compliance

XVIII-1

✔

Were all activities conducted in accordance with ATCM
General Guidelines for Visitors (Resolution 3-2011) or
ATCM Recommendation XVIII-1 - Guidance for those
Organising and Conducting Tourism and Nongovernmental Activities in the Antarctic (adopted at
the Antarctic Treaty Meeting, Kyoto, 1994)?

Yes, the requirements were fully adhered to.

✔

Did the company provide any support by transporting
scientists, etc.? If so, describe the briefings provided to
these individuals after embarkation.

Not during the observation, but supporting the work of Antarctic
science programmes is a key component of WD operations and
was discussed freely by field staff, pilots and the EL.
WD provided the following information about science logistical
support during the 2018-2019 season:38 x Weddell Sea Expedition research personnel transferred on
Gulfstream and Twin Otter / Basler to Agulhas II vessel;
2 x SANAP personnel transfered via Gulfstream and Twin to
SANAE base;
- 1 x Arctic Trucks personnel transferred to Neumeyer base on
behalf of the Alfred Wegner Institute;
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3. Aircraft Operations
✔

Was the company being observed responsible for the
air and ground handling operations? If not, and
another company or National Party was responsible,
please describe.

WD undertake their own air and ground handling operations either
directly or through sub-contractors (Enteprise Air for the Twin Otter
and DC3 Basler and the Gulfstream through Execujet). These sub
contractors act on behalf of White Desert and these activities fall
under White Desert Permit and IEEs. In Antarctica, ground to air
control and all runway operations are carried out by WD personnel.

✔

The pilots were well aware of the AFIM and had access to
electronic copies. It was sent to them prior to the 2018-2019
season. They must sign a bespoke internal document and checklist
confirming they have read it.

✔

✔

Were flight operations efficiently coordinated with
other air operations?

Yes - The Gulfstream pilots communicate as necessary with Novo
airbase and Wolfs Fang;
The Runway manger at Wolfs Fang communicates with the
DROMLAN contact list about all flight movements. These liaisons
serve to avoid potential scheduling conflicts. Each flight arrival and
departure is communicated.
Traffic information broadcasts by aircraft (TIBA) were made by the
pilots.
Pilots were aware of the Antarctic Flight Information Manual (AFIM)
and signed a bespoke Pilot Information document and checklist
prior to the 2018-2019 season confirming they had read it.

✔

In addition to the normal flight safety instructions, were
clients given any additional Antarctic specific
instructions?

Yes.
Gulfstream 550 to/from Antarctica: Guidance for clients on
preparing for landing in Antarctica began with the pre-departure
information; at the mandatory safety briefing in Cape Town and
again as we departed and approx one hour before landing in
Antarctica. Everyone was well prepared, organized and relaxed.
Staff in high-vis took care to ensure clients knew where to go and
were informed.
Internal flights; On the Basler and Twin Otter, in addition to usual
explanation about exit doors etc, passengers were introduced to
the
and in
crew
who gave
effective
instructions,
If flying
proximity
tosimple,
wildlife,
did the
aircrew follow
✔ pilots
distributed
and 2
noted
hazards
of travelling
in Operation
ATCMear-plugs
Resolution
(2004)
Guidelines
for the
non-pressurized
cabinsConcentrations
(nausea). At least
UIGMA high
of Aircraft near
ofone
Wildlife?
mountain guide travels with clients on internal flights.
I did not observe any flying in the proximity of wildlife.
On the day of arrival, the doctor-in-residence travelled with clients
WD offers trips to the emperor penguin colony at Atka Bay. They
from Whichaway to Wolf's Fang, then accompanied the new clients
allowed me to review Atka Bay specific documentation that
on the Basler back to Whichaway Camp. The doctor then left
included:
Whichaway two days later to accompany clients from Whichaway
IAATO Emperor penguin visiting guidelines (also sent in
to the South Pole, which is standard practice. Doctors travel with
pre-departure material);
full medical kit, oxygen and a hyperbaric chamber. The doctor
IAATO bird watching guidelines;
talked at length to us about briefing the clients on flying to the Pole,
WD Atka Bay Staff and Operatives Information and checklist,
health at altitude, necessary preparations, equipment and potential
2018-2019 season;
issues.
WD Environmental Requirements and checklist, Atka Bay and
South Pole Pilot Information, 2018-2019;
In recent years, concerns by Treaty Parties about tourism at Atka
Bay has led WD to relocate their skiway further away from the
colony (+5km). The relocation was done in consultation with AWI to
ensure that it did not interfere with any of Neumeyer's logistics.
There was also a safety consideration in relocating the ski-way to
high on the ice cap, as it means that the plane does not land on
varying sea ice and in differing locations where penguins may have
moved to. WD maintains a small team during season on location to
provide weather actuals for the pilots.

Was the Antarctic Flight Instruction Manual (AFIM)
readily available and used (by the operator, or their
sub-contractors)?

In general, were operations organized safely and
efficiently at all times?

Flight operations were safe and efficient with all crew, pilots and
ground staff demonstrating great awareness of weather conditions,
ongoing operations in the area, client (and cargo)
requirements/movements. Coordination between Wolfs Fang,
Whichaway, the Pole, FD 83, Atka Bay, WD's Fuel depot and the
flight operators in the DROMLAN community and weather
forecasters appeared very good. Pilots told clients in advance if
they anticipated anything that might be unusual during landing,
take-off or in flight.
On the day of our departure the Gulfstream was delayed for a short
time
on the
icenotice
runwayany
while
staff confirmed
movements
you
malfunctions
of the
aircraft
and/orof a
✔ Did
clientengines
who wasat
with
a guide.
thatdescribe.
the Wolfs Fang runway
any
time? WD
If sonoted
please
manager had returned home two days previously due to end of
No.
season and that the delay would not have happened had she still
been there. In general, clients do not spend much time at Wolfs
Fang because it is mainly for transit only, but WD felt having a
more client facing member of staff at Wolf's Fang would help
streamline operations further.
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4. Field Camp Operation

✔

A. Safety and Contingency Planning

✔

Which Search and Rescue (SAR) measures were put in
place for self-sufficient operations? In general, would
you say that the principles of self-sufficiency and sound
contingency planning were observed at all times?

WD has spent considerable time and resources developing an
efficient, self-sufficient operation with key client operations falling
under a single permitting regime with the UK FCO that includes
SAR and risk assessments. I felt confident that all operations were
carefully coordinated and planned by an experienced team.
Contingency plans are considered ahead of each season. WD
reports that their pre-season staff training also includes SAR
scenario based planning.
WD have a Twin Otter and a Basler available for airborne SAR in
Antarctica, with snow-groomers positioned at all camps/traverses to
make suitable ski-ways if required. Wolf's Fang runway and use of
the
jet facilitate
evacuations.
In theconducted
2018-2019 for
season,
Were satisfactory
flight
safety drills
all
✔ gulfstream
WD also
worked with TAC, mainly
for within
logistical
support at the start
flights—intercontinental
and
Antarctica—with
all
and end
of season.
clients
in attendance, and translated for non-English

speaking clients?

The gulfstream jet pilots talked openly about the difficulties of
Yes. I observed in the White Desert office, pre-departure, a
rescue capabilities when traveling to/from Antarctica.
confirmation that the multi-national group of clients on our trip
spoke English in order to tailor briefings etc.
In the field, a doctor is situated at Whichaway Camp and a
I didn't observe 'drills' but did observe adequate safety briefings
paramedic at Wolf's Fang. WD told me that each camp has deep
delivered by aircraft crew on the Gulfstream, twin otter and Basler
field first aid and trauma kits and at least one member of staff at
prior to each departure.
each location has wilderness first aid training.
RECOMMENDATION: To plan and implement a SAREX with the
South African MRCC (SAMSA) and IAATO operators in a future
season. IAATO Head of Operations, Lisa Kelley, will suggest this
with SAMSA in May 2019 while IAATO is in Cape Town for its
✔ Were there comprehensive briefings on safety issues
AGM.

conducted in the field?

On arrival at Wolf's Fang there were staff ready to take over client
care from the gulfstream and escort them to onward camps as
appropriate. I spent the first night at Wolf's Fang and was briefed
well about traveling around camp, communications etc.
On arrival at Whichaway, we were briefed by the camp manager
about movements around and within camp, and safety issues,
although more information on fire safety procedures would have
been helpful. We were introduced to camp staff, and given a tour
and shown the radio in each pod, to be used in case of difficulties.
A doctor was on hand to deal with any issues before departing with
clients
for the
Pole the
following
day, and
spoke at length
with us to
clients
advised
to take
precautionary
measures
✔ Were
aboutprevent
preparing
clients forduring
the Pole
trip.
accidents
particularly
difficult weather
Any walks
I did were in the company of a UIGMA-certified field
conditions?
guide, who explained the terrain, clothing and equipment
Yes, although we were very fortunate to not have to experience any
requirements and particular hazards. Prior to a group walk to the
difficult weather conditions. Depending on the activity and location,
coast, approx 2.5 miles either way, the guide did a briefing about
clients were briefed by guides, camp managers, doctors and
the walk and terrain, clothing and equipment, what to expect etc.
logistics manger as appropriate. Information about suitable
RECOMMENDATION: To include fire safety as part of the briefing
clothing, footwear, equipment and food/drink was given. At
and to be shown fire muster points.
Whichaway, clients were shown radios in their pods to be used if
weather conditions make it too difficult to travel between pods and
communal areas. They are asked to wait for staff to come to their
pod to guide them to communal pods if necessary.

Were clients advised of the necessity for suitable
clothing in conditions that can be severe and
inhospitable?

Yes, this began in pre-departure material information, then followed
up at the safety briefing in Cape Town (where all hand and hold
luggage was checked by staff), the trans-continental flight and
again in the field as required.
Guides checked that each guest was adequately prepared for
various activities, particularly those involving technical equipment
such as for climbing. I asked one of the guides about spare clothing
and equipment. He showed me his pack contents, which included
his first aid kit and a space blanket and a few items of spare
clothing, but I felt more should have been included. See also
question
about
facilities
andqualifications
equipment. of all medical
listmedical
the number
and
✔ Please

personnel in the base camp.

One doctor at Whichaway camp.
Dr Pierre Muller
Dr Ailsa Stott
One paramedic at Wolf's Fang camp.
John Hillock - Paramedic
See question further down about staff lists

✔

What medical facilities and equipment were available
in the base camp? What measures were taken for
flights and parties leaving base camp into the field?

At Whichaway and Wolf's Fang Camps. medical equipment
included;
Kit for trauma Kit and basic life support, a stretcher, a defibrillator,
dressings, medication (including some intravenous), oxygen,
pharmacy. A doctor and/or emergency first-aid trained staff
accompanied clients on aircraft and during activities.
Clients for briefed about what to expect and prepare for, including
clothing and equipment. Weather forecasting had clearly been
done and communicated to all staff.
The
for evacuating
a client
on an extended
from
Was there
emergency
equipment
availablewalk
onboard
✔ protocol
Whichaway
to radio/
sat phone
base for
come
aircraft,is when
parties
left camp
ashelp,
well which
as at will
base
eithercamp?
by footIfwith
stretcher
(as would
be the case on the walk to
so,aplease
include
a list.
the pressure ridges that we did) or by using one of two vehicles on
Yes.
camp, backed up air support as required.
The jet, basler and twin otter all carried emergency rescue and
medical equipment;
The vehicles also had first-aid kits and were fitted with equipment
for crevasse rescue/lifting depending on their use and location;.
Emergency medical/rescue equipment was also available at Wolfs
Fang and Whichaway camp/skiways;
When leaving camp, we were always accompanied by a Polar
Guide who carried necessary and relevant emergency (medical,
comms, SAR, crevasse rescue) equipment.

On aircraft equipment included:
Tents and sleeping bags;
Survival bags;
Food for crew and passengers;
Medical kits (including oxygen and hyperbaric tents for trips to the
South Pole and other areas of high elevation)
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✔

Please describe the Emergency Medical Evacuation
Response that was in place.

✔

Emergency medical evacuation responses depend on the site and
activities, with WD having various SAR procedures. A patient bed is
available at Wolf's Fang if necessary.
In the field, a doctor was situated at Whichaway Camp and a
paramedic at Wolf's Fang. WD's twin otter and Basler was available
for airborne SAR in Antarctica, with snow-groomers positioned at
all camps/traverses to make suitable ski-ways if required. Wolf's
Fang runway and use of the gulfstream jet facilitate medical
evacuations to Cape Town.

Yes.

WD told me that each camp has deep field first aid and trauma kits
and
leastcommunication
one member of staff
at each location
has wilderness
equipment
was located
in the
✔ atWhat
first aid
training.
base
camp and what communication equipment was

carried by aircraft and field parties?

On walks from Whichaway, a guide told me that the protocol for
WD has a communications plan that is shared with all staff and
evacuating a client injured on a walk would be to radio base for
held at Wolf's Fang and Whichaway. Communication methods used
help, which will come either by foot with a stretcher or by one of two
by staff and crew included:
vehicles on camp, backed up air support as required.
Iridium dome system (Wolf's Fang & Whichaway);
Push to Talk (PTT, Iridium) handhelds, to be expanded across
operations in subsequent seasons (the staff liked this!);
HF radio
VHF radio
The runway manager used a Garmin InReach (DeLorme), which is
to be expanded across operations in subsequent seasons;
Inmarsat B-gan system - is at Wolfs Fang Runway as a back up
system
in the
unlikely
thataccounted
Iridium should
fail.
were
field event
parties
for completely
and how often
✔ How

were they required to report in to the base camp?
In the vicinity of Wolfs Fang, staff moving around base and on day
trips, report to the runway every three hours between the
operational hours of 09:00 and 18:00. The camp manager/runway
manager recorded the movements of staff and clients on and off
site, even for short distances. The white board in the Whichaway
kitchen was also used to inform the team about the movements of
clients to and from the Pole/Whichaway, so everyone was aware
and involved.
I observed field staff carrying and using hand-held devices,
including VHF radios, at all times.

✔

For flights within Antarctica, were passenger manifests

Whitekept
Desert
me thatwere
field camps
Atka Bay, FD83)
andadvised
if so, where
copies(e.g.
held?
use iridium PTT / InReach tor eported each day on weather
Passenger manifests are completed at Wolfs Fang and copies kept
observations and skiway conditions, personnel status etc.
by pilots and the runway manager. Flight manifests for the
Gulfstream flights are completed at the Cape Town Head office.
At Whichaway Camp, staff regularly used VHF radio to
communicate with each other around camp, during activities and
from the skiway/waste disposal sites.
Clients can communicate with the camp manager from their pods
using radio.

Were field flights and field parties tracked remotely? If
so, how were they tracked?

Field parties were all tracked remotely by Delorme InReach
systems with messaging options to stay in constant contact.
Flight following was done in Cape Town using web-based
platforms. Each plane is equipped with Iridium tracking and this is
monitored 24/7 by AOC's operating centre.
The Basler is currently on the AFF system and is also equipped
with TCAS. (TCAS is the industry standard for traffic collision
avoidance
system).
B.
Waste
Management

✔
Gulfstream
has TCAS and ADSB.

Did the field camp operation comply with Annexes II and
III of the Environmental Protocol (this refers to biosecurity
and steps to prevent the introduction of non-native
The Twin Otter is not equipped with TCAS or AFF - but uses the
species, and waste management procedures, etc.)?
TIBA procedures as a means of deconfliction.
Yes.
WD
that their
pilots
the
AFF system
but,
Bothadvises
Whichaway
Camp
and have
Wolf'sconsidered
Fang camp
complied
admirably
from
an aircraftII safety
redundant.
Anything
with Annexes
and III,perspective,
with WD andfeel
its this
staffisaware
and going
with
anand
iridium
system
communicates
to provide
collision
above
beyond
what
is required in too
the slowly
WD waste
management
avoidance
- and there is already an industry standard system (i.e.
plan.
TCAS) which is specifically designed for this purpose.
There was much evidence of waste recycling, separation,
There
is a and
TIBAforward
procedure
in place
for all pilots
all ski-ways
education
planning
to minimize
useand
of waste
and are
treated
as
a
CTAF.
improve waste management systems (e.g. having food prepared in
Cape Town before trips to reduce packaging and waste). All WD
WD advise
that traffic
density
in Antarctica
extremely
waste
is shipped
or flown
out as
required byisthe
waste low
compared
many
uncontrolledperson
facilitiesresponsible
in Europe / America
etc.
management
plan.
was
the designated
for waste
✔ Who with
Therefore,
introducing
new
systems
(such
as
AFF)
is
potentially
management?
unnecessary.
There is a 'waste champion' at each camp and field site with
appropriate
training
as required
and
agreed
in the WD
The
also note
that, regarding
AFF
asas
a tool
for search
andWaste
rescue,
Management
all
informationPlan.
regarding flight departures is disseminated via email
The
Waste Champions
during thethey
observation
were: aware of
to
concerned
parties. Therefore,
are situationally
Wolfs
FangJohn
Hilock
(Paramedic)
where each aircraft is at any given time.
Whichaway - Graham Lucas and Matt Botha
All aircraft are also on the same radio frequency and so,
At field sites staff
the role of waste champion during
communication
is rotate
readilythrough
available.
the season.

✔

Was the waste management plan easily available in the
field and was it adhered to?

Yes. Staff also demonstrated much 'waste awareness' and gave
great thought to minimizing and disposing of waste correctly.
Observations and recommendations:
Grey water, as permitted through the Antarctic Treaty System
(ATS), is disposed of safely in a suitable crevasse. WD and its staff
raised environmental and safety concerns about this with the UK
FCO, offering a suitable alternative for disposing of grey water on
rocks. This method is currently adopted by Norway, which receives
special dispensation through the ATS to dispose of grey water in
this way (included in the NPI EIA for Antarctic operations).
Plastic tape used around waste storage containers was coming
loose and risked being blown away. Alternative labeling should be
found.
Small amounts of polystyrene were found at Whichaway, blown in
from an unknown source. Staff were made aware and the EL
initiated steps to determine where it might have come from. More
polystyrene was collected from an area used by personnel from
nearby Maitri station, not far from HSM 44, and a pit containing old
bottles, cans and other waste, likely historical waste from Maitri, as
we did a guided walk. Whichaway is in an area that has a long
history of human activity so existing waste is at risk of being moved
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✔

Were field staff and clients all briefed on the waste
management plan as appropriate to their role and
responsibility?

Yes. Staff and clients were very aware of their roles and
responsibilities in the area of waste management.

✔

Please summarize the key elements of the waste
management plan:

WD has a comprehensive Waste Management Plan that I was
introduced to prior to departing for Antarctica with WD's Directors
and their Environmental Consultant. Waste across all operations is
minimized as far as possible before departure for Antarctica.
Key elements:
Solid and liquid human waste is separated by the use of solid and
liquid waste toilets, and then securely stored, labeled and shipped
or flown out of Antarctica for disposal.
Grey water is filtered, collected and disposed of safely in marked
crevasses
(see above.
WD
raised an alternative
method with
the
oil spill
equipment
readily available,
should
✔ Was there
UKFCO).
an incident occur in Antarctica?

Yes. WD has a Fuel Spill Response Plan. Spill mats, kits and trays
Food (and drink) waste is separated, stored in labelled barrels and
were in evidence at Wolf's Fang and Whichaway, Whichaway
removed from Antarctica.
showing good use of trays around the communal pods.
Waste Oils/ Fuels are treated as hazardous waste, stored
Fuel was stored in sealed containers, including Intermediate Bulk
appropriately in hazardous waste containers and shipped out of
Containers (IBC) for plane fuel, and drums, with standard drums
Antarctica.
being stored off the ground.
Recyclables are sent back to Cape Town for recycling.
Absorbent mats for fuel and oil spills were on board aircraft.

At Wolf's Fang specific members of staff were identified as being
responsible
for refuelling,
also standard
practice
at other
sites
products
separated
out from
other
food
✔ Were poultry
(FD83
and the traverse)
occurs. disposed?
garbage
and howwhere
were refuelling
they ultimately
Yes - animal waste products were stored in secure waste bins for
shipping out of Antarctica. WD also does a considerable amount of
cooking and food preparation in CPT before each expedition which
minimizes waste, cargo space and need to transport raw foods.

✔

Was there a separate receptacle for battery disposal
and how were they ultimately disposed?

In general, waste batteries were not common to warrant a specific
container on camps. Small, personal devices were recharged
during hours when the generator was in operation. If dead batteries
do arise, staff noted they'd be stored in secure containers and sent
to CPT.

5. IAATO Standards and Regulations
A. General Conduct of the Tour Operator

✔

Did the operator support the basic mission of IAATO
– which is to advocate and promote the practice of
safe and environmentally responsible private-sector
travel to the Antarctic?

Yes, very much so. Strong support for, and awareness of, safe,
environmentally sound operations was evident at all levels of
staffing and across all operations, both in the office and in the field.
Environmental responsibility is business-as-usual for White Desert.
There is also strong support for IAATO's vision, that tourism is a
sustainable activity that creates Antarctic ambassadors, with WD
desiring more support from IAATO to develop the ambassador
programme.

✔

Was the expedition well organized and carried out,
with no obvious violations of IAATO requirements?
Were the activities generally conducted with a high
degree of professionalism?

Yes, very much so.
All staff approached their work with a high degree of
professionalism and were highly qualified for their role, a role that
can be unusual in its location and requirements. Staff took
noticeable pride in their work at both Whichaway and Wolf's Fang
camps.
Although it was approaching the end of the season, staff still had a
high level of energy and demonstrated passion for the operation
and company, Antarctica and their work. There was clearly a good
sense of community spirit and a collective drive to deliver company
objectives
and complex
operations and
in a safe,
responsible fashion.
B.
Operations
Manager
Staff

✔

Was there a Field Operations Manual (IAATO or similar
tailored to the operation) in the field? Was it useful and
used?

Yes.
WD develop bespoke manuals for all staff from the IAATO FOM,
their UK FCO permit and Antarctic Treaty System requirments.
These detail all relevant points specific for WD operations.
The IAATO FOM was available in the staff POD at Whichaway
camp (and was open on the table when I visited), but is an
out-of-date version. Staff noted this, but also that many sections of
the FOM are not relevant to land operations and that they value the
bespoke WD checklists that include all the relevant information
from the IAATO FOM. These were clearly used, available and
understood.
Relevant IAATO guidelines were framed and hanging in the main
entrance to the communal pod, which was effective.
Note for WD: the guideline posters have the old IAATO logo.
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✔

What was the standard client-to-staff ratio, and was it
maintained in camp?

For WD, the ratio of certified mountain guides to clients on an
activity is determined by the technical nature of it. On more
technical activities it can be as low as 1:1. Usually it is around 1:4,
but there are some walks safe enough for a radio of 1:12 to be
appropriate.
At Whichaway camp there were 9 core staff (plus two company
directors) serving 12 guests during the observation. Staff included
two UIGMA qualified mountain guides, a client-facing camp
manager, two logistics/maintenance managers, a chef and three
support staff.
During
ratios were 1:1,
1:4vary
(short
excursionstofrom
base),
the client-to-staff
ratio
according
different
✔ Didactivities
1:2 (extended,
walk). Off
base,
clients are accompanied by
activities;guided
if so please
give
details?
experienced staff and always with a qualified guide.
Yes. Please see above.
Wolf's Fang has surplus capacity for clients and staff in case
weather or changes in logistics requires staff and clients to stay
there, with an average population of 10 up to a maximum of 22.
Staff includes runway managers and crew, paramedic, pilots,
engineers, chef, field guides etc. The resident population at Wolf's
Fang, plus company policy to have guides travelling with clients at
all times, means that adequate staff:client rations are maintained.

✔

Did at least 75% of the staff have previous experience
in Antarctica?

✔

I did not observe a hand-over per-se, but staff explained how staff
are rotated and trained throughout the season. At Whichaway
Camp, the small community of staff and understanding of each
other's roles, meant that someone was always available to deal
with tasks as required.

✔

Runway Manager - many years at BAS and recipient of polar medal
Traverse Manager - 8 overwinters for RAE and 14 seasons in
Antarctica.

Were you introduced to clients, and invited to staff
briefings?

Yes. WD offers a bespoke, inclusive Antarctic experience for their
clients, so engaging with them an enjoyable and valuable
experience.
At Wolf's Fang, observers were included in discussions about
communications and forecasting, and kept-up-to-date with
operations. At Whichaway, staff ensured I was informed. Because
Whichaway is a small community, information was communicated
easily and as required and also updated on the kitchen whiteboard.
Everyone was very inclusive.

C. Passenger and Crew Briefings

✔

Yes. As part of their permitting process WD submit qualifications of
core staff. WD have summarised the previous experience below.
Wolfs Fang:

If the field camp managers were changed, was there a
handover procedure?

Were the field crew briefed on ATCM General Guidelines
for Visitors (Resolution 3-2011) or ATCM Recommendation
XVIII-1 (Guidance for Visitors and Tour Organizers and
Operators) prior to the start of the season?

Yes.
Clients received these prior to departure.
The Cape Town office distributes these to field staff via email
ahead of the season as part of their pre-season training and
preparation.

Chief Pilot: 9 seasons of Antarctic operations

✔

Please enclose names of staff members, areas of

4x4 traverse
team
from Arctic
Trucks
multipleor
specialty
and- seconded
years of polar
(Arctic
and with
Antarctic)
Antarctic
seasons
between
them
other
relevant
experience.
Please see above
Runway technician - multiple years with AAD and recipient of polar
medal

Head Logistical consultant - project managed Wilkins Runway.
Multiple years Antarctic experience. 4 years with WD
Whichaway
Camp Manager - multiple seasons experience with NSF
Camp Doctor - 5 seasons with WD (Doctor during your stay was
her first season)
Head Guide - 4 seasons with WD
2nd Guide - 1 season with WD
Driver - 5 seasons with WD
Mechanic - 4 seasons with WD
Cleaner - 2 seasons WD
Front of House - 5 seasons in Antarctica
Chef - 5 seasons in Antarctica
Cleaner - 1 season in Antarctica

✔

Were the field crew provided with copies of the Visitor
Guidelines?

Yes. All requirements relevant to WD operations as set out in their
UK FCO permit, IAATO and the Protocol requirements etc are
consolidated into useful checklists and documentation which staff
have to read and sign. These checklists were available at
Whichaway and Wolf's Fang.
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✔

If new field crew embarked for this particular
expedition, were they briefed accordingly by the
operations manager? If so, how?

I did not specifically travel with new staff. However, I met a new
field guide at the mandatory briefing in Cape Town who had
Antarctic experience, but was working with WD for the first time.
One of the polar guides at Whichaway was on his first expedition
with WD and had been in camp for three weeks. He demonstrated
good knowledge of all environmental and safety requirements,
taking great care to remind clients of their environmental
responsibilities on guided walks, and also took advantage of the
opportunity to ask the IAATO and UK FCO observers questions.

✔

Were the clients briefed on safety and conservation
prior to arriving in Antarctica? If not, why?

Yes.
Two months prior to departure:
A 'what to bring to Antarctica' email, including a reminder of the
safety briefing and packing guidance to ensure clients are aware
that they will be adequately prepared for stepping off the plane in
Antarctica.
2-4 weeks prior to departure:
An email from the client relationship manager about visiting
Antarctica responsibly, including;
IAATO do not pack a pest pamphlet;
ATCM
Resolution
3-2011;
this a mandatory
briefing and if so, how was this
✔ Was
Antarctic
Visitor
Guidelines (ATCM rec XVIII-1); and
carried
out?
IAATO Fact Sheet;
Yes
IAATO Emperor penguin guidelines;
The mandatory briefing was held in a Cape Town hotel on the
IAATO wildlife watching guidelines (noting these are sent out in
morning before departure.
client's native language when possible).
Clients were introduced to staff and each other.
Patrick Woodhead, the EL for our expedition and WD Director
On arrival at the hotel in Cape Town, all clients received, in hard
delivered the briefing. It included a slide show about the experience
copy, copies of ATCM Resolution 3-2011, don't pack a pest, the
and what to expect; flight arrangements and other logistics, camp
IAATO fact sheet.
safety and information, client responsibilities to minimize footprints
including reducing waste, energy consumption, water usage, not
The mandatory briefing the day before departure included a slide
littering; background about WD and staff in the office and field; the
show including conservation and safety elements; such as flight
IAATO animated briefing for fly-in and deep field operators; and
arrangements and other logistics, camp safety and information,
Q&A
opportunities.
copies oftoATCM
General
Guidelines
for Visitors
✔ Were
client
responsibilities
minimize
footprints
including reducing
One client
inquired3-2011)
about medical
evacuations
and care, which
was
(Resolution
or
ATCM
Recommendation
XVIII-1
waste, energy consumption, water usage, the IAATO animated
answered
wellGuidelines)
and to their (or
apparent
satisfaction.
(Visitor
the
relevant
sections)
distributed
briefing for fly-in and deep field operators; and Q&A opportunities.
Immediately
following
the briefing?
briefing, all guests were individually
to clients
with this
consulted and their clothing/equipment checked by staff to ensure
Laminated copies of relevant IAATO guidelines were present at
they are fit-for-purpose, clean and free of any organic material etc.
briefing. Resolution 3 (2011) was delivered to each guest on their
Hand held vacuum machines were provided.
arrival at their hotel in Cape Town.
A clothing and equipment provider was on hand to provide last
minute clothing or equipment if guests did not have the kit they
needed or it was inadequate.
Hand luggage was checked to ensure everyone had clothing and
equipment readily available to change into on the plane prior to
their arrival in Antarctica and before access to their hold luggage.
All luggage and pax were weighed as part of flight preparations.

✔

Were copies of the guidelines provided to non-English
speaking clients in one of the following additional
languages: Spanish, French, Italian, Dutch, German,
Russian, Mandarin Chinese, Japanese?

The group I travelled with all spoke English or Russian, with
English the common language of the group. I observed discussions
at the WD office about the language capabilities of the clients in the
group in order to tailor information and briefings as required.

D. Biosecurity Measures

✔

What biosecurity measures were taken prior to departure
for Antarctica (for both clients and any equipment)?

2-4 weeks prior to departure I received an email from the client
relationship manager about visiting Antarctica responsibly,
including the IAATO do not pack a pest pamphlet. This was then
delivered in hard copy to clients when we arrived at our hotels.
Immediately following the mandatory briefing in CPT, the day
before departure, all guests were individually consulted and their
clothing/equipment checked by staff to ensure they are
fit-for-purpose, clean and free of any organic material etc. Hand
held vacuum machines were provided.
Shoes
were
disinfected
priordone
to boarding
Gulfstream
jet.
there
a briefing
and athe
clothing
check
✔ Was

organized so that all precautions were taken to avoid

I wasthe
invited
to witness cargo
loading
handling
at the airport.
translocation
of seeds
andand
other
organisms
to
Cargo
was delivered from clean, sanitized vehicles in purpose build
Antarctica?
plastic containers used only for transporting back and forth to
Yes.
Antarctica. Fresh food is checked and loaded off site before being
Immediately
following the
briefing
in CPT,
the day
packed into containers
andmandatory
a lot of cooking
and
meal preparation
is
before
departure,
all
guests
were
individually
consulted
down in CPT to minimise waste (and reduce transport ofand
rawtheir
food).
clothing/equipment checked by staff to ensure they are
fit-for-purpose, clean and free of any organic material etc. Hand
held vacuum machines were provided.
RECOMMENDATION: Although I did not observe much kit or
clothing with velcro, WD might consider purchasing a specific
velcro cleaning tool to have on hand with the vacuum cleaners for
more thorough cleaning.

✔

Did clients clean their backpacks, camera bags, tripods
and clothing (particularly Velcro attachments and
pockets) to avoid the possible translocation of
diseases?

Yes, see above. Hand-held vacuum cleaners were useful. Staff
worked with each client individually to ensure clothing, footwear
and equipment was clean.
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✔

Was there a thorough cleaning of all gear (e.g. full boot
and clothing decontamination incl. vacuuming) done
between distinct regions? Which disinfecting solution
was used?

Prior to departing for Antarctica, yes, including use of disinfectant
on a mat as we boarded in CPT.
Virkon is used in Cape Town and Antarctica
Biosecurity between Wolf's Fang and Whichaway was discussed
with staff. As Wolf's Fang is ice only, the need for cleaning was not
considered necessary before arriving in Whichaway, a 30 minute
flight away. At Whichaway camp, clients walk on ice/snow free
ground. Two clients flew from Whichaway to Wolf's Fang for a day
trip to climb a nunatak and I did not observe additional cleaning
between
sites.
E.
Activities
at Base and Field Camps

How
many personnel were in the camp at one time?
RECOMMENDATION: If staff and clients are intending to walk on

ice
free groundcamp
at anythere
sites,were
equipment
and clothing
be
At Whichaway
9 core staff
(plus twoshould
company
checked
disinfected.
Theduring
presence
of bird life, and
plant
life
directors)and
serving
12 guests
the observation.
Staff
included
(and
therefore
associated
terrestrial
invertebrates
andcamp
organisms)
two UIGMA
qualified
mountain
guides,
a client-facing
makes
thistwo
step,
between Whichawaymanagers,
Camp anda Wolf's
Fang
manager,
logistics/maintenance
chef and
three
nunataks,
and also when leaving Antarctica, important, despite
support staff.
overall risk being very low.
Wolf's Fang has surplus capacity for clients and staff in case
Staff
report
that Virkon
is used as
a disinfectant
visiting
Atka
weather
or changes
in logistics
requires
staff andwhen
clients
to stay
Bay.
there, with an average population of 10 up to a maximum of 22.
Staff includes runway managers and crew, paramedic, pilots (two
teams per aircraft), engineers, chef, field guides etc.

✔

How many field crew/sub-contractors were in the
camp? Provide their numbers and explain their role.

See above

✔

Did the field staff provide educational information?

Given the intimate nature of WD expeditions, and small guest: staff
ratios, staff are readily available to answer questions and provide
information about the surrounding areas, wildlife, history and so
forth. Education programmes are largely client led - it very much
depends on the type of group and individuals. Lectures and a
historical film were offered during the observation. At Whichaway,
two camp managers, a polar guide and the doctor were particularly
good at proactively talking to guests about the local environment,
wildlife, history etc. One lecture was given about delivering White
Desert's safe, responsibly operation within the framework of the
Treaty System and the Dronning Maud Land community.

✔

Did clients, field staff and air crew comply with ATCM

The WD
operation is smallXXVIII-1,
and requires
that some
haveto
a the
Recommendation
Guidance
forstaff
Visitors
variety
of skills, including educating clients about Antarctica and the
Antarctic?
local area. Some staff had gone to some lengths to learn about
Yes, all staff I spoke to had a high level of awareness and didn't
local wildlife, Antarctic politics and history etc. There was some
hesitate to communicate this to guests, including me.
confusion identifying bird species, including the south polar skua,
and only a limited knowledge of geology. The region has interesting
areas of mosses and lichens and therefore terrestrial communities
so I think more could have been communicated about the unique
features of the oasis.
Overall, environmental stewardship and care for the fragile
Antarctic environment was communicated very well and I believe
guests left with a heightened awareness of the need for visiting the
continent responsibly.

✔

Was there a particularly effective way to manage clients
organized by the staff? If so, please describe.

Experienced, friendly, easily identifiable staff guided small groups
at all times, but did not hesitate to be firm with clients when it was
required, whether for safety, environmental or logistical reasons.
Clients were briefed regularly on logistics, flight arrangements and
whereabouts of other parties in the field. There were given choices
about how to spend their day when it was feasible to do so.
Outwardly, staff made clients feel relaxed and informed. 'Behind the
scenes' there were clearly strict procedures and routines to ensure
clients were kept safe and prepared, derived from good forward
planning.
F.
Visits to Wildlife Sites

✔

Did the field staff periodically remind the visitors of
appropriate codes of conduct and awareness of
hazards, environmental features and scientific
equipment?

Yes. The inclusive, intimate nature of WD experiences means that
visitors are in constant contact with watchful staff.
Briefings were given at both Wolf's Fang and Whichaway upon our
arrival by camp managers to ensure orientation and awareness of
safety and environmental requirements.
Outside camp on excursions, field staff were constantly engaging
with clients to remind them of codes of conduct, made easier by all
clients being very aware of their responsibilities before arriving in
Antarctica.
WD also Terms and Conditions highlight that inappropriate
behaviour will not be tolerated and routines on camp are also
designed to channel guests to behave appropriately and make it as
easy as possible for them.
On guided walks, there are areas of mosses and lichens. Guides
were careful to remind guests to walk on rocks. The terrain in some
areas was very rocky with rocks easily moved by hikers, but no
visible paths outside camp were noted.
RECOMMENDATION: WD to monitor areas of guided walks
outside camp for tracking and report to IAATO for advice if
required.

✔

Were the air crew and field guides experienced in
polar wildlife?

I did not observe specific visits to wildlife sites. WD shared their
documents for preparing air crew and staff for working in the vicinity
of wildlife (see previous questions). It did not appear that WD had a
biologist or similar present to help lead visits at Atka Bay, although
staff had gone to considerable lengths to learn about local wildlife.
Relationships with Neumayer station (Germany) were reported to
be good and biologists from the station will sometimes choose to
talk with WD groups.
See also the above question ("Did the field staff provide
educational information").
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✔

Did the field staff set clear boundaries and remind
visitors of required distances and proper behavior
around wildlife?

Yes, at all times. One to two ringed south polar skuas routinely
visited the camp and nearby excursions and are clearly used to
people, likely due to a long association with the nearby research
stations and runway. Clients were warned about the skuas before
hand, approach distances and importance of not feeding them.

✔

Did the aircrew and field guides comply with ATCM
XXVII Resolution 2 (2004) Guidelines for the Operation
of Aircraft Near Concentrations of Birds in the Antarctic

I did not observe aircraft near concentrations of birds, but did
observe WD's documentation and checklists that aircrew and staff
must read and sign to demonstrate that they have read and
understood all legal and mandatory requirements.
White Desert has also taken recent steps to further minimize
disturbance to the emperor penguin colony at Atka Bay, creating
and moving the skiway and camp to a safe distance (see also
previous questions). They have also invested in passenger sleds to
be able to transport clients to the colony, as apposed to trying to
land on the sea ice near to the colony.

G. Other Activities

✔

Were there other types of activities conducted, such as
kite skiing or snowmobiling? If so, please describe.

During the observation, routine WD activities for clients at
Whichaway included short and extended guided walks/hiking,
including to an 'ice cave'; drives to view points in the local area;
flights in the twin otter, short snow-mobile excursion at Wolf's Fang.

✔
Yes.

Were these activities described in the EIA and Advance
Notification?

✔

Were these organized safely and efficiently at all times?
Please give a short description.

Yes.
Clients are all briefed regularly and comprehensively;
Appropriate staff:client ratios kept at all times;
All staff and crew demonstrated high awareness of their
responsibilities for safe, environmentally responsible operations;
Clients at Whichaway are always accompanied;
Staff and crew had a good awareness of local and regional weather
conditions and operations;
Good communications maintained at all times.

6. Other Observations and
Recommendations
Please elaborate on any other comments or
recommendations pursuant to the operations being
observed.
The IAATO Observer also traveled with two people from the UK
Foreign and Commonwealth Office, White Desert's Competent
Authority. They undertook inspections at Wolf's Fang and
Whichaway, which will be submitted to White Desert, but not
formally to the ATCM.
RECOMMENDATION: IAATO operators should be aware that in
the event of a formal Treaty inspection, they should not submit any
documents to inspectors that they do not want to become public
knowledge.
Minimizing waste:
IAATO committed to the UN Clean Seas campaign in 2018.
RECOMMENDATION:
Future observer forms include references to how operators are
reducing plastic waste.
WD has a protocol in place for minimizing use of all waste,
including plastics, demonstrating creative solutions for reducing
waste across all operations and catering, hotel etc. Areas requiring
further improvement are working with the Gulfstream management
company to reduce single-use plastics associated with the meals
and food hampers. Also reducing plastic labelling tape and tags on
cargo, where practical.

Thank you for your time and attention and we hope you
had an enjoyable trip.

